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YOUR JOURNEYS SURVEY

How do you get around?

Journey to walk cycle car bus train

school

church

leisure centre

sweet shop

shopping centre

doctor

dentist

grandparents 1

grandparents 2

cinema

friend’s house

train station

airport
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Think Local, Act Global QUIZ

1. Before cars were invented people 

used these forms of transport.

Can you unscramble the words?

klwa    _ _ _ _

leccy   _ _ _ _ _

sohre and trac  _ _ _ _ _ and _ _ _ _

meast-nrita  _ _ _ _ _-_ _ _ _ _

2. How many adults in Northern 

Ireland have a car? 
Tick the correct answer

2 out of 10

7 out of 10

10 out of 10

3. What kind of bus did the 

Moneyreagh children take to 

school?
Tick the correct answer.

A trolley bus

A walking bus

A yellow bus

4. Freight used to be carried by rail. 

How is it transported today?

5. Put the following kinds of energy 

sources in the correct box.

gas, solar energy, coal, wind 

energy, tidal energy, petrol, water 

power.

Renewable               Non-renewable

6. What will happen to the earth if 

we make extra greenhouse gases 

through pollution?
Tick the correct answer.

Nothing will happen to the earth.

The earth will heat up.

The earth will cool down.

7. Global warming is the rise 

in temperature of the earth’s 

atmosphere.

TRUE  or   FALSE

8. Water expands (gets bigger) when 

it’s heated. TRUE  or   FALSE

9. Global warming will make sea 

levels rise because…
Tick 2 reasons.

Water in oceans will expand

Waves will get bigger

Ice caps and glaciers will melt

10. Tick one thing you could do to help 

cut greenhouse gases.

Walk and cycle more 

Recycle household waste

Use paper on both sides

Don’t leave TV or video on standby

Re-use plastic shopping bags
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CLIMATE CHANGE IN NORTHERN IRELAND
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Use the facts on the previous page to write an article for your local newspaper about 

how climate change in Northern Ireland may affect people’s lives.


